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Abstract
The subject of this article is an optimization of the concept of a device for deep drawing in extreme
conditions. In this case, extreme conditions represents drawing process in vacuum by high temperatures required by molybdenum sheets forming. The first part of the paper deals with the design of
working components. The paper describes also boundary conditions of transient thermal simulations
of working components with their results.
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INTRODUCTION
The subject of this article is an introduction of the concept of a device for deep drawing in extreme
conditions. In this case, extreme conditions represents drawing process in vacuum by high temperatures required by molybdenum sheets forming. Article deals with description of possible variants of
the mechanism structure and their functional changes. The paper describes also with the results of the
thermal simulations by evaluating the variants.
Deep drawing is a process in which the sheet is formed into a deep container free from cracks. The
design and control of deep drawing is apart of the choice of material and also on the links between
forming tools, mechanisms of plastic deformation, and the device used to control the flow of material
during the process. Pressure, shape and height of stamper, forming speed, lubrication, blank holder
force, blank holder gap and material have the biggest influence on working process.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Boundary conditions and design of working components
For correct process of deep drawing of molybdenum sheet, higher temperature of formed material is
required, due the bad ductility of molybdenum in temperatures near the 20°C. During our process the
formed material needs to be warmed in temperature range from 200°C to 300°C.
On the Fig. 1 is visible, why are required so high forming temperatures. At room temperature, strength
of molybdenum is 1035MPa, while by 200°C is approx. 880MPa and by 300°C is strength of molybdenum only 800MPa. Also ductility of material raised from 3% to 12% by 300°C.
This part of paper deals with design of chosen part of device. On Fig. 2 is structure of working part of
device is shown. Transparent part on picture is a vacuum chamber, which is required due the poor
oxidation resistance of molybdenum by temperatures highest than 300°C. Next components are:
 a – pistons
 b – stamper
 c – punch
 d – blank holder
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Fig. 1 Graph of Rm/T dependency of molybdenum

Fig. 2 Structure of working part of mechatronic system
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Fig. 3 3D CAD model of molybdenum sheet shaped into the finally form
Picture number 3 shows finally shape of the product. Next very necessary step in design on this mechatronic system is thermal simulation of components which are the part of working process. The most
thermally stressed parts of device are punch and stamper. Simulation starts with basic models of components. Whole evolution of components shapes is possible to see on next picture.

Fig. 4 Changes of shape and mass of punch
Process of optimization of punch and stamper was based on lightening of component (Fig. 4). The
very first model of punch (a) was made only with drilled holes for piston and four heaters. The second
model (b) has drilled more holes and also milled two more holes near the central area of unloaded part
of component and at the end third model of punch was milled and drilled such like second one, but
edges of punch was also removed.

Fig. 5 Changes of structure of stamper
By lighten of stamper, other principle was used (Fig. 5). First model (a) was only a solid geometry
without some structure. The second model (b) was lightening by using a simply pattern of square
shaped holes. The last model (c) of stamper was made as a shell which is reinforced by honeycomb
structure. This structure is light and sufficiently strong in one axis of strain.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Process and results of simulations
This part of paper describes transient thermal simulations. In this case was there a four simulations in
which every fall had a different configuration of stamper and punch. The aim of those calculations was
an influence of mass loss of working component of the pre-process temperature of molybdenum sheet.
All components was during the simulation in heating position, which means that blank holder, stamper
and punch was in the contact with an undistorted plate of molybdenum sheet. Heating power was
specified on 6000W.s-1 and duration of simulation was 1800s.
Of course all components near the source of heat was influenced by high temperatures, but for deep
drawing process more is important the temperature of forming material. That is, why in the following
results, temperatures of components are ignored.
On the Fig.6 we can see a result of simulations. Each simulation had the same heating power and
duration. On Y-axis represents the temperature of material and on X-axis time of simulation. For the
first simulation were used punch and stamper the both in the a) variants. Maximal temperature of
molybdenum sheet on the end of the simulation was 322.59°C. This temperature was then set as the
reference temperature. The gradient of temperature is shown on upper left side of Fig. 6.
Second simulation was made with punch of b) type, with a) stamper. Result of simulation – upper left
side of the same picture, 272,54°C. Althought the mass of the working components was lower then in
first simulation, finally temperature was lower then before. That was caused by different pattern of
sources of heat, which ca be considered as a mistake in simulation process.
Third simulation represents b) type punch and b) type stamper. Pattern of heating devices was returned
to the first layout. That causes better comparative ability of results. The results of simulation, shows
on the left bottom side of Fig.6, that the highest temperature of foming material before process is
358,74°C. Now is visible, that a mass loss brings a positive outcome.
In the last simulation was used c) model of punch with c) model of reinforced shell model of stamper.

Fig. 6 Gradients of temperature in simulations
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CONCLUSIONS
Universal method for transient thermal simulation of mechatronic system for deed drawing in extreme
conditions was determined. The estimation can be based only on dimensions and type of working material. This procedure can be useful when the temperature of working material is specified and temperatures of working component are required.
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